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Like many young adults in the church, I have a complex relationship with prayer, and with people who pray. At different times, prayer has been meditative, prophetic, comforting, oppressive, troubling, and liberating. My diverse experiences of praying with others open up the question of how our assumptions around prayer and spirituality shape our spiritual friendships.

While the evangelicalism that enveloped my adolescence silenced and tired me in many ways, it also gave me a deep appreciation for prayer and an admiration for people of faith who are unafraid in their attempts to care for peers through prayer, conversation, and encouragement. This appreciation was solidified by an experience at a pivotal point in my life. I was eighteen and about to move two thousand kilometres away from home for school. On a rainy December evening, I attended a silent retreat at a retreat center near my parents’ home. At the end of the retreat was an opportunity to receive prophetic prayer. As two unfamiliar men prayed with me and shared the images they received, I simply trusted. I trusted that there was a true and meaningful movement of the Spirit in this odd interaction. The room was warmly lit by candles and lamps, a haven from the drizzle outside. This event became a sacred moment in which I had the freedom to trust while maintaining a necessary skepticism.

After this experience, my first several months at Canadian Mennonite University were somewhat shocking. I was excited to be among peers with similar political and theological views. When life threw curve balls at me, however, I yearned to pray with someone but did not know where to
I am increasingly convinced that prayer is an important and beautiful aspect of spiritual friendship. At the same time, I am seeking to heed the words of a preacher who said that part of what it means to be a person of faith is to be open to being surprised. The people of faith I am surrounded by often have a different spiritual modus operandi than I do. And yet, if we take each other at our word, we can encounter Christ side by side.
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